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to perform knowledge work”, and this knowledge space is
both independent from the way the user accesses the data,
and independent from the source, format, and author of the
data. Previously the cross-application support for PIM was
achieved by integrated groupware applications and adapters
to these, but we believe that this can only offer a partial solution, and to truly solve the problem we need a PIM framework that reaches beyond particular applications and devices.
Such a framework can be created by the use of open standards for representing formalised knowledge.

ABSTRACT

Personal Information Management (PIM), both in science
and in applications, is limited by the current approach to data
management (files) and applications. The Semantic Web and
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) provide a standardized way to represent data, across applications and capture the respective application semantics. In recent years we
have developed the Semantic Desktop approach, a semantic layer of personal computers that serves as middleware
to integrate applications and their data. The user uses the
Semantic Desktop to create a Personal Information Model
(PIMO), a formal representation of the mental model of the
user, and this PIMO is used to integrate various elements
from the workspace. In this paper, we focus on what the
Semantic Desktop can offer for research in Personal Information Management.

Semantic Web

“The Semantic Web provides a framework that allows data
to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and
community boundaries. It is a collaborative effort led by
W3C with participation from a large number of researchers
and industrial partners. It is based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF). ”1
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RDF [13] is used as a standard to express information about
resources. Resources are first and foremost web resources,
HTML documents and multimedia files on the web, but can
also be things from the real world, such as products or persons. The only requirement for describing something using
RDF is that the resource are identifiable by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). RDF expresses facts about resources
using statements, each statement containing a subject resource, a relationship (or property) and an object resource.
RDF data can be stored in files, databases and is designed to
be published on the web.2
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INTRODUCTION

The need for Personal Information Management (PIM) originates from the limited capacity of the human mind and the
wish for extending human memory in order to reduce the
cognitive load for the knowledge worker.
“The human mind (...) operates by association. With
one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is
suggested by the association of thoughts, in accordance
with some intricate web of trails carried by the cells of
the brain.”
Vannevar Bush, “As we may think”, 1945 [8]

Semantic Desktop

The idea of the Semantic Desktop was first mentioned in [27,
9], a definition was given in [28]:
“A Semantic Desktop is a device in which an individual stores
all her digital information such as documents, multimedia,
and messages. These are interpreted as Semantic Web resources, each is identified by an URI and all data is accessible and queryable as RDF graph. Ontologies allow the user
to express personal mental models and form the semantic
glue interconnecting information and systems, and Semantic Web protocols are used for inter-application communication. The use of Semantic Web standards allows existing
web resources to be incorporated into the personal knowledge space, and does also facilitate the sharing of knowledge
with others, for example within a work-group.”

Tools supporting PIM often lack one ability: they cannot
manage all information a knowledge worker needs, as they
are unable to integrate data across applications and information sources. In [6] Boardman has shown the need for
cross-application support for PIM. Using Boardman’s definition of PIM: “Personal Information Management can be
defined as the management of personal information as performed by the owning individual”, we take personal information to mean the whole personal knowledge space of an
individual. The key points being that the personal knowledge workspace embraces all data “needed by an individual
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Taken from http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
Refer to [29] for URIs and [5] to learn about publishing RDF data

• Ontologies shared among users: information about groups,
domains of interest, collaborative work or organizational
memories. [1].

The Semantic Desktop approach does not require to replace
existing systems, but enhances them with the capabilities of
the Semantic Web ensuring compatibility amongst applications and that knowledge created in one place is reusable
in different applications. The Semantic Desktop is not restricted to one user-interface metaphor, or one way of storing
data, but rather a common ground to integrate best practices.
Based on the semantic data storage, information retrieval can
go beyond text search. The system should be able to answer
questions such as “name participants of last week’s meetings who did not write minutes” or “the document about accounting that was sent by a project participant before the last
review”. To realize this, the system also has to provide bestefforts to interrelate and integrate information for the user.

Additional to these layers, various ontologies exist to formalize different aspects of knowledge work, such as task
management [19], the current work context of the user [33],
the social surroundings [18], etc.
Ontologies exhibit two desirable features: Firstly, by publishing formal representations one allows other researchers
to conduct interesting work on existing data (such as Mika’s
award winning paper [23]). Secondly, they form a market:
multiple competing formalizations (views) about the same
facts can be published and discussed. Scientific discussion
about facts can be expressed both in text and in formalization.

In [34] we find descriptions how to map multiple ontology
layers to create personal information applications. Semexin
[11] is another approach, as is Haystack [24] which provides a complete user interface abstraction language and an
integrated application for multiple tasks. Gnowsis [30] is
a prototype that provides an architecture for integration, in
the same direction works the ongoing NEPOMUK project
[16], which is the biggest endeavor in the area at the moment. More projects are listed in [28] and on the community
wiki.3

A personal Model and View on Ontologies

Ontologies are well accepted as a mean to express shared
knowledge, for PIM purposes the formal notations can be
reused, but allowing a subjective view. Individuals can make
use of the upper-level concepts location, person, time, or
topic [21, 10] to categorize documents. Users need the freedom to create personal, subjective views that can be used in
addition to shared ontologies. We have defined the “Personal
Information Model” as such a categorisation scheme [31].
It makes use of a formal language and defines the needed
upper-level concepts. Other researchers criticised this conceptualisation as well as extended and used it [14].

Ontologies

The established definition of ontologies is given by Gruber
in [17]: “An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization.”
The W3C has made recommendations how to express ontologies, a simple formalization of classes and properties
is RDF-Schema [7], the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
extends this with description-logic [22]. To represent taxonomies (hierarchies) and thesauri there is the SKOS standard [12]. With these languages, ontologies can be created
to formalize a domain of interest: for example, people and
their possible relationships are formalized in the FOAF ontology4 , and Dublin Core5 , which can be used for documents
and their metadata. An important feature of RDF, is that
data in different ontologies can be freely combined within
one data-store, making data-merging from different sources
much easier.

Applications Augmented with the Semantic Desktop

In [33] we find examples of how the user can be supported
in finding and reminding information based on on what context the user is currently doing his work. A sidebar shows
topics related to the current work of the user, a note-taking
application uses the current work context to annotate and retrieve documents. Semantic search applications such as Beagle++ [20] support information retrieval. Other applications
are referenced on the community wiki.
OFFERINGS TO THE PIM COMMUNITY

Looking at criteria that have been applied in PIM applications, like timelines (lifestreams) [15], or spatial memory
[25], or the distinction between ephemeral and archived [3],
we note that metadata is a key issue to improve PIM. Time,
place, and distinctions by use are all examples of metadata of
the resources in question. Similar is the need to share metadata about resources across applications, as sketched above
in the PIMO, and published in [6]. Hence, the representation and availability of metadata integrating various views is
crucial for efficient and correct PIM.

On the Semantic Desktop, ontologies are used to model several layers6 .
• Information Ontology (NIE): Represent files, e-mails, websites, multimedia data, and various other information elements in a way comparable to the standardization of MIMEtypes.
• Personal Information Model (PIMO): Represent the personal view of the user on his world, personal annotations,
what elements is the user aware of.

Ontologies to Represent Metadata

Using ontologies and the Semantic Desktop, it is possible
to build upon the existing identification mechanisms (URIs),
the metadata storage (RDF) and the formal description of the
data (ontologies). Building on this basis will help integrate
the various PIM approaches.
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Boardman, effective PIM must be cross-application and facing the disappearing desktop, cross-device. We have shown
that Semantic Web technologies, especially as used in the
Semantic Desktop field, can help solve these problems. Using RDF to represent personal knowledge allows each user
to create his personal view on the world, integrating information from all their existing applications; and does also facilitate collaborative work, both within closed groups and for
the web as a whole.

In the EPOS project, and in NEPOMUK, we noticed that the
effectiveness of research was increased by using ontologies.
Each ontology can reuse modeling effort of the others: e.g.,
a researcher working on “user’s work context” can focus on
the issues surrounding representation of attention and context, and can simply reuse the fundamental concepts of the
domain as modelled by others.
Ontologies to Discuss Research Results

In PIM, various fields come together: cognitive science, psychology, user interface design, ubiquitous computing, information management, databases and knowledge representation. Research results from each field can be expressed in
articles, implementations and demos, and as the languages
used are differing (for example: context means something
different in psychology and in artificial intelligence). Like
in mathematics, where researches used individual notations
until a language evolved to express proofs and formulas in
the 18th century, and was used to communicate amongst researchers. As an addition to scientific articles, we propose
to use ontology languages (RDFS, OWL, and SKOS) to express results.
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